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Assignment design at UMUC
• Assignment design takes place at the departmental level

• Department chair
• Course chair (SME)
• Instructional designer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At UMUC, course design and assignment design isn’t done by individual faculty members. Rather, it’s done at the departmental level. Each section of a course, and every assignment in a course, will be practically identical. The team designing a course & its assignments looks something like this—and you’ll notice that “librarian” is conspicuously absent from the team.If there is a librarian involved in course design, our role would be searching for OERs to use in the course.
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Rethinking course (and assignment) design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UMUC is moving its entire curriculum toward project- or competency-based education. In order to do that, the school is tearing down and rebuilding from scratch its approach to designing courses (and therefore also assignments). A special team has been put together to totally rethink how courses are designed. And that course-design team is seeking feedback from various stakeholders. In response, the library is emphasizing to them the help we can give in designing effective research assignments. This is a chance for us to play a role in assignment design throughout the university, but there’s still a big question mark attached—UMUC’s process of rethinking course design is still in its early stages, everything is still very tentative, and the library isn’t sure yet what role we will be playing. 
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Our guidelines
• https://sites.umuc.edu/library/libservices/research_assignment_guidelines.cfm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve published guidelines Helped us clarify out thinking Something we can present to other stakeholders Also serve as a checklist to our liaison librarians.Our guidelines emphasize these three principles . . .

https://sites.umuc.edu/library/libservices/research_assignment_guidelines.cfm
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Our guidelines
• Test the assignment before it goes live
• Build in effective instructions
• Require the use of appropriate sources
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Test the assignment
• Just . . . test . . . it 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Testing is so important, we list it first. Moral imperative for faculty--put yourself in your student’s shoesHard to believe that we would even need to make this explicit, but it’s clear that many faculty don’t test assignments. Our guidelines don’t simply say “test the assignment.” We give an example of a business class assignment to research a companyIf a student proposes their own topic for research, test it
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Build in effective instructions
• Link to helpful websites and databases
• Suggest keyword searches
• Suggest search strategies
• Define unfamiliar terms (peer reviewed; primary source)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide scaffolding for students. A matter of pedagogical philosophyI don’t think that research should be so much of a hurdle to overcome. Make search strategies explicitLittle-known poem. 
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Require appropriate sources
• Depending on the topic and the class’s level of expertise, 

students often are well advised to use sources other than 
scholarly journal articles:

• Subject encyclopedias
• Trustworthy websites
• Newspapers & magazines

• “Authority Is Constructed and Contextual”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical UMUC assignment limits students to using only scholarly articles as sources. Motive is well meantGood assignments spoiled by that one strictureIt distresses Happens a lot in business classes, where articles from trade journals would work perfectly.If there’s one thing that the Framework has taught Assignment design has to take into account which sources are appropriate
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Other guidelines
• Encourage student questions about the assignment
• Actively solicit feedback from students about the assignment

• Be transparent! Explain to students:
• What you’re asking them to do (the “task”)
• Why they have to do it (the “purpose”)
• How they’ll be graded (the “criteria”)

• Berrett, D. (2015, September 21). The unwritten rules of college. The Chronicle of 
Higher Education.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides our big three tips: Test the assignmentBuild in effective instructionsRequire appropriate sourceswe included other points in our guidelines:Encourage questionsSeek feedbackWe wanted to focus our guidelines on research element of assignmentOther concerns, such as in Chronicle article
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Libguides we link to
• Seneca College’s Libraries’ Building better assignments
• Carnegie Mellon University’s Eberly Center’s Creating 

assignments
• Gettysburg College’s Musselman Library’s Integrating 

information literacy into your classes
• University of Pennsylvania’s Penn Libraries’ Creating successful 

research skills assignments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our guide links out to others

https://seneca.libguides.com/c.php?g=20903&p=119983
https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/assessment/assesslearning/creatingassignments.html
http://www.gettysburg.edu/library/service/faculty/integration
http://gethelp.library.upenn.edu/faculty/researchassignments.html
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Moving forward
• Scalability
• What will competency-based, workplace-oriented assignments 

even look like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Awesome if it became part of UMUC’s new course-design process to have a librarian included in designing every research assignment. Scalability problem We more like consultants on an as needed bases. Nature of research assignments at UMUC. Competency based learning emphasizes simulating the type of knowledge creation that happens in the workplace. What will those assignments look like?—what kind of research will students be required to do? Resemble a traditional research paper at all? Will students even be expected to use the library? 
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Intentional design
“We all have these things that we’re subconsciously looking for 
when we grade assignments . . . that we’re regularly 
disappointed with.  And then you get to poking around in your 
assignments and realize that nowhere in there do you ever really 
ask [your students] to demonstrate those things.”

Hutchings, P., Jankowski, N. A., & Schultz, K. E. (2016). Designing effective classroom 
assignments: Intellectual work worth sharing. Change, 48(1), 6–15. https://doi-
org.ezproxy.umuc.edu/10.1080/00091383.2016.1121080

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quote from a teacher who went through a structured process of peer-review and self-reflection on an assignment they’d designed. Teacher had a revelation that they’d been designing assignments with subconscious expectations, not making things explicit to studentsAssume that students possess the research skills of an expert in the teacher’s field. Clarion call for designing research assignments intentionally, and for thinking about students’ needs. Well-designed assignment will help the professorRather than a pile of confused papers that miss the learning goal by a mile, a professor who intentionally designs a sound, challenging assignment, will have papers that will be much more pleasant to read and grade.
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Please be in touch
• cynthia.thomes@umuc.edu
• robert.miller@umuc.edu
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